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WHAt/SIr?
o an oil well drill

o a clutch. assembly

ITS STURDY METAL BODY is toughened
in heat-treating furnaces on hearths
and supports made of CRYSTOLON
silicon carbide, a Norton refractory
which is outstanding for its ability to
transmit heat and resist abrasion.

o a differential

ITS RUGGED, HARD-FACED
TEETH are
sharpened by Norton grinding wheels
also made or CRYSTOLON silicon carhide - used this time because of the
abrasive properties of this Norton electrio furnace product.

YOU GUESSED IT ••• it's the first reason why you have gasoline; .. an
oil well drill - one of countless products made by many industries for
the petroleum industry. Just about all of them get a quality-lift from the
diversified products of Norton, world's largest manufacturer of abrasives
and abrasive products.
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SW-54
Sleek, Low.Priced Beauty is Most Compact
General Coverage Beceiver Ever Built!
Here is National's
plete

latest engineering

superheterodyne

receiver

breadcast and shortwave
average

table

standard

af performance

radio!

triumph! A com-

covering

all

major

bands that is smaller than the

New

desigri

makes

possible

never before achieved

a

in so

compoct a receiver!
COVERAGE: Entire frequency range from 540 kc, to 30 me.
Voice, music or code.
FEATURES: Sensitive and selective superhet circuit. Slide
rule general coverage

dial with police, foreign, amateur

and ship bands clearly marked. Separate

bandspread

and

On-Off

and

Jogging scale usable over entire range.
CONTROLS:

Main

Volume, Receive -

tuning,

Bandspread,

Standby, Bandswitch, AM-CW, Speaker-

Phones.
TUBE COMPLEMENT: 12 BE6, converter;
osc.·-IF

amp.; 12 AV6, 2nd det.-lst

USES MINIATURE TUBES
AND UNIQUE BANDSPREAD DIAL
New minioture tubes make ponible new
sensitivity and perfarmanc;e. Unique plastic
bandspread .dial is adjustable to assure
complete logging accuracy.

12 BA6, CW

aud.-A.

V.

c.;

SOCS, audio output; 35Z5, rectifler.
SIZE: 11' wide, 7' high, 7' deep.

* Slightly

higher west of the Rockies.
"ALDEN,
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a carburetor-

I~feet ~i~~
Just like your automobile engine, a steam generating unit needs the right mixture of fuel and
air for the most economical operation. C-E Tilting Tangential Burners, the mammoth "carburetors" of large C-E Steam Generating Units,
not only assure this proper mixture but also
provide, automatically, the uniform steam temperature so necessary for efficient turbine
performance.
In the C-E Tilting Burners, as the name implies, the burner nozzles actually move up or
down to raise or lower the flame body in the
furnace. This, in tum, regulates the temperature
of the gases flowing over the superheater and
thus permits control of steam temperature over
a wide range of output.
The C-E Tilting Burner has long since
achieved the status of a major advance in power
station practice. In fact, so well has this design
met the exacting temperature requirements of
modern turbines that C-E Steam Generating
Units equipped with Tilting Burners have been
purchased since the war to serve an aggregate
of more than 10 million kilowatts of new electric
generating capacity.
While the C-E Tilting Burner is applicable
only to large power station boilers, it is typical
of many major advances in the fields of fuel
burning and steam generation developed by
Combustion Engineering-Superheater.
Collectively, these developments mean top standards
of economy and reliability in all steam generating units - large or small - that bear the C-E
nameplate.
8-452

co_usnON
ENGINEERINGSUPERHEATER, INC.

Corner view of boiler furnace showing a C-E Tilting
Tangential Burner. Flame streams from burners in
each corner of the furnace impinge upon one enother creating the intense turbu lence required far
maximum combustian efficiency. Pulverized coal,
oil or gas may be used singly or in combinations.

ALL

TYPES

OF

STEAM

GENERATING,

Combu$tion Engineering
200 Madison Avenue·

fUEl
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ts Core Making
e to Minutes
"Poundromatic" dielectric sand core
r is revolutionizing core making pracActual drying time is cut from hours
inutes. Handling and storage space
reduced because the new method dimes cooling and curing stages. Saves up
0% on fuel ... and eliminates fumes,
and heat from the core room.

N

EW machines, new methods and advancements
in equipment engineering help industry increase production and lower costs. Here are new developments, recent installations by Allis-Chalmers for
the foundry - mining and electric power industries.
They illustrate the breadth of this company's service
to all industry. There are few products for American good living that are not processed at some point
with the aid of machinery built by Allis-Chalmers.

Idea in Liners ~
ber lining of this Allis-Chals pump is formed around a
I skeleton and secured in the
19. Cementing is not used.
s unique method provides a
Ilg, rigid lining not subject to
d blistering." Pump is used
cially for fine mesh materials
to 325 mesh.

~ Advanced Steam Turbine Design
New 20,000 kw Turbo-generator shown is one
of three Allis-Chalmers turbines for this utility.
Advanced features of Allis-Chalmers line included in this unit are: accessibly enclosed piping,
simplified foundation requirements; centralized
controls; and a hydrogen cooling system of
unmatched simplicity for the generator.
A-3081
Poundromatic

is an Allis-Chalmers

trademark.

WRITE for a free copy of
ALLIS-CHALMERS ANNUAL

the big illustrated
REVI1!w for 1949.
Address ALLIS-CHALMERS, 786 S. 70th St.~
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

.At
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Now Available for
Oil Hardening

THE TABULAR VIEW
Germ Warfare. - In "The Mystery of the Sweating
Sickness" (page 243) readers of The Review are given
a glimpse of the warfare which germs, or viruses,
conducted against the English and German populace
about four centuries back. This peculiar malady is
described by JAMESA. TOl3EY,'15, who reminds us that
there is no guarantee against the recurrence of
Anglious sudor, although we may take much comfort
in the progress which has been made in public health,
especially during the last century. Dr. Tobey received
the Dr. P.R. degree from M.I.T. in 1927, and since
then has had a distinguished career in research, administration, law, and writing and editing in the field
of public health.

Brown & Sharpe
Ground Flat Stock
in entire range
of thicknesses
Now you have a choice of oil or
water hardening steel in 16 different thicknesses from 1/64/1 to
1/1 in this accurately ground Hat
stock. In the 8 thicknesses up to
and including 3/16", a single type
of ground flat stock serves for
hardening in either oil or water.
With increased range of stock,
145 sizes in all, you can meet a
wide variety of requirements
where pre-ground flat stock offers
many advantages. Write for new
folder. Brown & Sharpe Mfg.
Co., Providence 1, R.I., U.S.A.

BROWN

s

SHARPE

No Peace. No War. - After the hurried dispersal of
our Armed Forces during 1946, for the third time in a
generation this nation faces the task of rebuilding its
defenses. In "Preparation for Defense" (page 245)
PROFESSOR
ARTHUR R. VONRIPPEL of the Department
of Electrical Engineering and Director of the Laboratory for Insulation Research, makes some sagacious
proposals for minimizing the bottlenecks in our production program, with the assistance of illustrations
by HENRYB. KANE,'24. Professor von Hippel received
the Ph.D. degree from the University of Cottingen in
1924 and was Rockefeller Fellow at Berkeley in 19271928. The following year he was Privatdozent at the
University of Jena, and the next three years returned
to Oottingen. During 1933-1934 he was a professor at
the University of Istanbul, and was guest professor'
at the University of Copenhagen the following year.
In 1936 he came to the Institute as assistant professor,
was advanced to associate professor in 1940, and to
professor in 1947. For his research during World War
II, he received the Certificate of Merit.
The first section of this paper was presented on November 1, 1950, at the annual meeting of the Conference on Electrical Insulation, National Research
Council, Pocono Manor, Pa. The entire paper, printed
as Technical Report 40 of the Laboratory for Insulation Research, appears in The Review as a means of
directing public attention to an important topic.

~BJ

Keep Your Product
on the move

Calumet. - 'Ways in which scientists and engineers
can smoke the pipe of peace with their public are discussed (page 249) by ARTHURM. YORK,'37, who
comes up with some pertinent and - we think - welldeserved counsel. A graduate of Course IX-B, Mr.
York has forsaken the slide rule and the microscope
for the typewriter. He has been engaged in science reporting, in publicity, and public relations for the Institute's News Service and subsequently for United
States Rubber Company and Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. If, heaven forbid, there are any among
The Review's readers who hold to the belief that "us
engineers don't need no English" or who may be indifferent as to whether the public holds that ice water,
rather than red corpuscles, flows through his veins, a
perusal of Mr. York s contribution to The Review may
throw light on the error of one's ways.

METAL CONVEYOR BELTS
can help offset increased production costs by keeping your
products on the move ••• increasing your hourly production I
The right metal belt for your job means longer operating
periods between maintenance shutdowns, longer belt life,
greater economy I
Ashworth Engineers and Builds all
Types of Wire Belts for Industry.
WRJTr FOR
ILLUSTRA TED
CATALOG 47T

ASHWORTH BROS., INC.
rum

Sales Engineers located in
Canadian Rep'l

PIODDCrs

D1V•• WORe ESTER, MASS.

Buffalo·
Cha"anoaga
• C~ica90 ~ C10veland • Detroit
Los Angeles.
NewYcrlc. Philadelphia.
Pifbburgh • Seattle

PECKOVER'S LTD .. Toronto. Montreal

Halife •• Winnipeg.

VoncouW'er
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Improving

"Improving" any machine really means
increasing its productive capacity. That
means tinkering with speeds and weights
and strength-ending up with alloy steels.
Which alloy steel?-the one that meets
physical requirements at the lowest cost.
Molybdenum steels fill that bill. Good
hardenabilitv, plus freedom from temper
brittleness, plus reasonable price enable
them to do it.
Send for our comprehensive 400.page
book, free; "MOLYBDENUM: STEELS,
IRONS, ALLOYS."

CLIMAX FURNISHES AUTHORITATIVE

ENGINEERING

DATA ON MOLYBDENUM

APPLICATIONS

Climax Molybdenum Company
500 Fifth Avenue • liew York City

MARCH, 1951
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Standardization on
BOSTON Quality STOCK GEARS
pays 20%

Documentary Evidence
K. MERRILL:
A stroke of pure fate exposed me to the January, 1951,
issue of The Review recently, and the fascinating article
by E. H. Cameron, '18, entitled "The Blasted Bore."
I had never appreciated the tremendous scope of the
Hoosac Tunnel construction project with all the odds
that nature and politics could produce to combat the
development of construction engineering techniques, extending over a period of 25 years. The opening illustration, Profile of Hoosac Mountain, so beautifully lettered
and embroidered affected me particularly, because of the
signature - "Wm. P. Granger, Chief Engineer."
My father, the late George Field Merrill, who was a
civil engineer of some repute in Greenfield and central
Massachusetts, purchased his transit and drafting instruments from William Granger some 80 or 40 years ago.
Dad was mighty proud of that instrument; it was made'
by Buff and Berger, -#271 with scales ~raduated in silver, rated as a 15 second instrument if I recall correctly.
. . . He often repeated how this transit established the
center line of the tunnel within an inch. . . .
William Granger's drafting instruments are neatly
stored in a velvet-lined mahogany case which contains
a profusion of items. Centered on the case lid is a metal
name plate engraved with Granger's name. . . .
It has often occurred to me to offer the drafting kit on
loan to Old Sturbridge Village for incorporation with
their museum display of early American surveying equipments, but I have hesitated in the absence of any documentary evidence as to origin and historical connection
with the Hoosac Tunnel construction. However, your
comprehensive article has crystallized my thinking in
this respect; the drafting kit might attract more interest if
it could be displayed along with a transcript of "The
Blasted Bore." The philosophy of Old Sturbridge Village
has been to reactivate interest in New England history,
and I feel your article is most pertinent to that philosophy.
Sturbridge, Mass.
FROM

SpedW
20° .Pressure
Angle and

SAVE20% of your $ per HP
SAVE20% in space
SAVE 20% in purchase price
25% average increase i,! HP per 'b.
of gear welgbt

,Spllr~~
~
Pressure Angle are stocked 10
12·10·8·6 and 5 pitch. All
Boston Steel Miter Gears
stocked in 20· Pressure Angle.

Design lrOSTON 2'0..,4
Gears into your eqwpment.
Consult
Boston
Gear Catalog No. 55.
Free copy on requesr.

Be8t&ft

Stocked by 80 Autborized Boston Gear Distributors

BOSTON
72

GEAR WORKS

HAYWARD ST.~ QUINCY

71, MASS.

DOUGLAS

[Needless to say, the author and this publication were
proud to contribute to the Old Sturbridge Village display
through the courtesy of Mr. Merrill-Ed.]

o Aircraft Control

o Hurin,

Aid

Bilhuber-Kuoll Corp.
The BaUinger Company,
Architects & Engineers

o Long Ufe Industrial
o Electrometer and GM
o Germanium Diodes and Triodes 0 Ruuedized
o Guided Missile
0 Special Purpose
o Subminiatures of all kinds

Why do we stress economy when we speak of speed?
For the important reason that speed is often achieved
at too great a cost.
Our method of obtaining speed is based on "know-how"
and organization. It's been proved on over 800 contracts
-tested under all sorts of conditions for the past 34 years.
Our bid will show you what we mean by ecd'nomy.Our
record for speed is well known.

Raytheon has designed and produced millions of
such tubes - has the specialized technical skill and
resources to meet your needs. Over half a million
Raytheon Subminiatures are carried in stock. Over
300 Raytheon Special Purpose Tube Distributors are
ready to serve you. Application engineering service
at Newton, Chicago and Los Angeles.

w.
.,

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Special

" ".1/'"" '" ,'/',1.. "",

ss

Chapel

FOUNDED 1917
101 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK

INDUSTRIAL

Tube Section

St., Newton,

J. BARNEY CORPORATION
CONSTRUCTION

Allred T. Gfossett,

Massachusetts
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